
Environmental Health Referral Response - unsewered land

Reasons for referral

This application seeks consent for development upon unsewered land.

And as such, Council's Environmental Health and Protection officers are required to consider the likely 
impacts. 

Officer comments
General Comments

Environmental Health have been request to provide comment on the proposed development at 15
Myoora road Terry Hills. As part of this assessment on-site wastewater management has been 
reviewed as well as two existing consents for DA2018/0676, CDC2019/0884. 

Environmental Health understand that should this development be approved the planner intends to 
impose a condition that requires the existing consent (DA2018/0676) to be surrendered. Based on this 
any requirements imposed on the existing consent for wastewater must be assessed as part of this 
referral.

The development proposal will result in wastewater generation from two separate dwellings and a 
stable. This application has provided no information on how wastewater will be treated and disposed on 
the site. Council’s records indicate two separate wastewater licences. One AWTS servicing the front 
property with spray irrigation disposal that has a current approval to operate and one AWTS servicing 
the rear dwelling with spray irrigation disposal that does not have a current approval to operate.

The wastewater proposal by Envirotech referenced as REF‐18‐5889‐A and dated 19 April 2018 under 
DA2018/0676 was for a septic tank to trenches from the stables 124m2 – and an AWTS to conventional 
beds for the rear dwelling 180m2. This method provides separation of human and animal wastes and is 
the preferred method of wastewater treatment and disposal by Environmental Health. Waste water 
disposal of the front property was not discussed as part of this proposal.

The wastewater proposal by Envirotech referenced as REF-19-8985-A1 and dated 13 November 2019 
under CDC2019/0884 proposed connections of wastes from the stable to an existing AWTS with spray 
irrigation disposal 500m2. Environmental health do not support this proposal as no additional litres of 
wastewater were proposed to be generated from the stable and the co-mingling of wastewater in a 
domestic AWTS in not in line with the document “Horse property developments in the Sydney drinking 
water catchment” by the Sydney catchment authority. This document requires wastes from stables to 
be separated from dwelling wastes. Environmental Health is also uncertain how a certifier has the 
expertise to assess and sign off on a wastewater treatment and disposal methods for the CDC 
development of the stables.

Under the current development application no information has been provided regarding wastewater in 
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either the supporting document or in the SEE. Based on the provided information and the need for 
wastewater to be addressed as part of this development Environmental Health recommend refusal due
to the lack of information on how wastewater generated from the two dwellings and stable will be 
managed. Any information to be provided on wastewater must be developed in line with AS1547:2012, 
Horse property developments in the Sydney drinking water catchment & the Environment & Health 
protection guidelines on-site sewage management for single households.

Recommendation 

REFUSAL

The proposal is therefore unsupported. 

Note: Should you have any concerns with the referral comments above, please discuss these with the
Responsible Officer. 

Recommended Environmental Health and Protection Conditions:

Nil. 
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